Development of PSD Sensor Based Range Finder System
Using Linearizing Function of Voltage-Distance Conversion
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Abstract: In this paper, the range finder system using a PSD sensor suitable for low-cost localization sensor of a mobile robot. Because the distance-voltage output of a PSD sensor has a non-linear property, the linearizing function is proposed through the experimental characteristics of the sensor. And the characteristics are tested and the distance-voltage data are measured in various colors and materials of object. For a known environment, a mobile robot scans the surroundings using a PSD sensor that can rotate 360°. Finally, the performance and accuracy of the developed system are verified according to the comparison the distance by proposed function with real distance
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent, intelligent robot industrial is specified to national growth industry, so there would be political and industrial support continuously. Especially, home service robot has world wide market and related enterprises are trying to product as soon as possible[1,2]. There are many kind of robots; cleaner robot, errand robot, housework robot, guard robot, etc. For supply of such robots, low cost localization system would be taken up the most important part.

There are two positioning system, that are relative positioning system and absolute positioning system. There are two representative methods, one is encoder that obtains the distance and direction by measure the number of revolution of the motor, the other is gyroscope that can compensate the angle of direction with angular velocity[3]. At first, encoder has weak point that is angle of direction errors are accumulated while robot is moving and causes increasement of positioning error. Gyroscope is expensive, and performs integral calculus to determine position but, some error that happens while performing causes critical positioning error. So absolute positioning system is used to overcome these weak points in relative positioning system.

There are several methods that is to build the map and obtain the distance information with ultrasonic sensor or image from camera[4]. Measurement resolution of ultrasonic sensor is not good, so reflected wave signal from each obstacle makes large error. To use camera requires expensive devices to process the images. Once more, it takes so many times to process images, and so real-time processing is difficult.

To improve these weak points, method using PSD sensor is being researched[5]. This method extracts distance information to PSD sensor. PSD has 2 dimensional structure and very expensive, so development of distance measurement method using PSD that has 1 dimensional structure is required. But this sensor has nonlinear characteristic in voltage output.

So in this paper, extract linearizing function from PSD sensor that has nonlinear characteristic. And suggest range finder system that can scan while rotate 360°.

The first thing to realize the system is analyze the non-linear characteristic of PSD and obtain voltage output according to the distance. Secondly, build linearizing voltage vs. distance conversion function and each coefficient with obtained data. Next, compose range finder system, and apply linearizing function so that obtain distance vs. voltage value. Lastly, supply this, build environmental map through 360° rotation, and valuate the performance.

2. CHARACTERISTIC OF PSD SENSOR

2.1 Principle of PSD sensor

The Fig. 1 shows the principle of PSD sensor. The infrared is diffused by LED drive circuit and then it is incidence into IR receiver of PSD to reflect from obstacle. The PSD sensor make a signal to use principle which is that the infrared reflected from substance A and B.

Fig. 1 Principle of PSD sensor.

2.2 Characteristic of PSD sensor

In this paper, used for experiment is. Distance from 20~150[cm] can be measured with this sensor. Fig.2 shows the characteristic of sensor. Characteristic of distance vs. output is shown as non-linear. Such non-linearity is not standard for output voltage according to real distance. So, linearizing distance vs. voltage conversion function is needed for improving.
3. COMPOSITION OF RANGE FINDER SYSTEM

3.1 Structure of distance measuring system

Fig. 4 shows whole structure of realized range system. Measured consecutive scan data input from PSD sensor. Signals are amplified and then converted into digital value by A/D converter. Lastly, Converted value is applied to the voltage vs. distance linearizing function, and so environmental map is built.

3.2 Composition of range finder system

The Fig. 4 is hardware composition device of PSD based range finder system that is realized. Structure for consecutive scanning with 360° rotation was made. Set up the wall of square of which length and width is 40cm, for obtaining data from environment. User interface program was written by LabVIEW. And DAQCard-6062E was used for A/D converting.

For using the derived function, appropriate coefficient m, b, K should be fixed. These values can be extracted LMS(Least Mean Square) rule that using measured data.
characteristic for brown wood. In result, each output of PSD gives similar output to each color and quality. So, white paper is used to make an experiment as a standard in this paper.
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Fig. 6 Compare of distance and voltage.

4.2 Extracting the linearizing coefficient

The analyzed measured data that is at the body 4.2 are linearized with inverse proportion at model(1). Fig.9 indicates the graph for voltage vs. distance that linearized by inverse proportion. Gradient 'm' and 'b' on the intercept 'Y' that is at model(3) can be obtained from the data on the graph. Gradient 'm' is 0.004501 and 'b' on the intercept 'Y' is 0.000521.
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Fig. 7 Linearized characteristic curve.

Through the process, 'K' the coefficient error can be determined. But changing the 'K' gives an critical effect to the voltage vs. distance, so the calculated data from linearization must be used as the lowest error 'K'. SSE (SUM of Squared Error) is the most appropriate model for obtaining the 'K', and can be defined as:

\[ SSE = \sum_{j=1}^{150} (d_j - \hat{d}_j)^2 \]

Fig. 10 shows the value of SSE by substituting from 5 to 8 for K, and 'K' the coefficient error, so to speak, the average of the lowest error is 6.15.

4.2 Consecutive scanning scheme

Fig. 9 shows environmental map that is built with scanned data. Distance data at intervals of 35cm can be certified. Measured data shows error that within 1cm between measured data and real distance, so usefulness of the system is proved. In result, this system would be thought that suitable for low cost localization system.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, low cost range finder system for intelligent mobile robot is developed. First of all, obtain the distance vs. voltage data from experiment and analyze the non-linear output characteristic with that data. Convert the data with linearizing function. Once more, extract coefficient with linearizing function, and then, calculate correct distance. With this, develop the system that obtain environmental data from 360° rotation and scanning. Build environmental map, and compare with real map. As a consequence of experiment, it is clear that this system gives very exact environmental information. Hereafter, this system would be applied to mobile robot to build the environmental map while moving.
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